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650 ACTION,

After this, the mind having gone out of the dead body,

it becomes joined to an etherie body, which is the effect of

the same dharmd-aifmrma $ and along with this etherie body

it goes to heaven or to hell, and there becomes*joined to bodies

in accordance with the residual tendencies of the man’s deeds*

That is to sayf
the body that the ^oui takes in heaven or in hdi

must be connected with his mind
;
otherwise there could be do

experiences in those regions
;
and as the mind is not omni-

present like the soul, it could net become connected with

these other bodies, without actually going out to them ;
then

again, its going to suck a distance would not be possible by

itself ; as the mind without a body cannot possibly have any

action except during the state that follows immediately after

Universal Dissolution^ hence it is for this reason that

we assume the existence of a subtile and imperceptible body

which is close to the dead body, and which is produced from

atoms, upwards, set into motion by the unseen agencies
; and

as this body serves to transport the mind from the dead body

to the regions of heaven or bell it is called the 1

transport!ve
*

body. In support of our view we may put forward the follow-

ing argument :

—

Between death and the n^xt brith, the action of

the mind must be such as is due to its contact with a

body,— because it is an action of the mind other than that

at the point of time immediately after the Great Dissolution,—

*

like the action of the mind in Uio body that we see. This

view is also supported by the scriptures.

Page 311]. The action then that brings about the

contact of the mind with this other body is called ‘ Upasavpana*
or

1 In-coming *
; which th us comes to be that action of the

mind whereby it; becomes joined to fresh bodies produced

in heaven or hell*

0/ the yogis &g.
% Then again, the

action of the mind that brings it into the other body at the

PRAPAST APADA BHASHYA—CHAP, YIX. 651

next birth of the soul, is due to unseen agencies
; so also

are the actions of the rudimentary elements <&c., &€< r is;,. &e.

For instance^.*, .1 *.tbe Vibration of the

dements—e. g. the motion of the Earth
;
when a person is being

examined for theft, a stone over which certain mmt bras

have been pronounced, actually moves to him (if. he is

really the thief)..* ... *all this is due to unseen

agencies,

Fix in your hearts the great truth that Action is the

cause of the obtaining of the desirable,, and the avoiding of

the undesirable, experiences. ! t

CHAPTEIi VII

On Sdmdnya—Gommunitf

Text (154): Community i& of two kind&

—

£ higher
1 and

* lower.*

It pervades over all $$$& objective#; has identically the

same form (hi all cam) inhering in many indi-

viduals; it brings about the idea of Us ownform
in one ,

two or many things ; and it is the cause

or basis of the notion of inclusion, inhering as

it does in all its substrates simultaneously.

Question :
11 Mow m ? 31

Answer: It is so because as- a matter of fact ive find

that when we cognise each individual objects

as belong simnltaneot^ly to a particular class,

and we have such cognitions repeatedly, then there

is produced in our minds an impression and

when in view of this impression ive review those

past cognitions, we come to recognise a certain

factor that inheres in every one of the objects

cognised; and it is this factor that constitutes

the Community. (Idi-3).
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The GmnmimUy of * Being 7

is the highest ; in as muck
as it is the cause of inclusive cog bilious only.

In the case of a number of totally different things,

such, for instance, as pieces of leather, of cloth
f

of blanket and ao forth,— if all of them are

p( messed of the same quality of
* blueness/ with

regard to each One of these we have the notion

that* it is llm’\ and in the same manner, in

the case of the totally different categories, Subs-

tance, Quality and Action, we find that with

regard to each one of them we have the notion

that 'it exists;' and this all-inclusive notion

could not bid. be due to something apart from the

three categories themselves ; and this something *

is what we called ‘ Satia
7

or 1 Being! And it

is by reason of the presence of ‘ being
7

that we

have lhe inclusive notion of a number of things

m * existing 7

; hence this * Being 7 cannot but.

be regarded as Community
, fI-ii-4, 7 to 10, 17}.

The Lower Communities are, the classes of
e Substance

7

‘ Quality
’ £ Action

7 and so forth . As these give

rise to inclusive as well as exclusive notions,

they are regarded as Communities as well as Indi-

vidualities . For instance 'Substance* is a

Community, in ax much as it serves as the basis of

an inc ttsive notion with regard to such mutually

different ih ngs as earth, water and the like ; and

it is an Individuality in as much as it serves as

the basis of notion exclusive of Qualities and
AcligpfS- Similarly 1 Quality ' is a Community by

reason ofits giving rise to a notion mcluding all

qualities such as colour and the rest ; and it is

an individuality
,
on account of Us serving as

the basis of a notion exclusive of substances

and actions. In the same manner, ' Action
7

is

A
i
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a Community by reason of its serving as the basis

of a notion inclusive of all the several actions of

1 Throwing Upwards 9 and the rest, and it is

cm individuality, in as much aa it is exclusive

of qualities and actions.

In this same manner, in the case of such Communities

as 4 Earth
7

‘ Colour* 4 Throwing Upwards 1

< Cowf * Jar
*'

f Cloth
1 and so forth ,—which in-

here in anim ate and inanimate be ings
7
—wejin

d

that they serve as the basis of inclnsiveas wdl aseaj-

elusive notions ; and as such these also are Com-

munities as well as individualities. Such classes
;

however as 'Substance,
7 'Quality* and

iion
7 include many individuals ; and as such

they ore primarily regarded as Communities ;

and it is only indirectly or secondarily that

they are regarded as Individualities, by reason

of their serving to exclude their substrates f?'om

other similar Communities* (I-ii-5),

Commentary.

May the High-souled Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara, the

caitaes oF the origin the continuance and destruction of the

universe,—be ever victorious 1

The author proceeds to describe Community : It is of two

hinds &c.-~these we have already explained before in the section

wherein these several categories to be mentioned by name.

Some people hold that all Communities are all-pervading

;

and with a view to deny this view the author proceeds to

explain the nature of Community.

Page 313 ]
It pervades over all its objectives. When

a certain Community resides in a certain object, this latter

becomes its
1 objective *; and over all such objectives it

pervades. That the Community does not exist in all things (its
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objectives as well as other things) is proved by the simple fact

of its not being perceived to be so.

It has identically the same form—that is to say
;
the form

in which it resides in one object is the same in which it resides

in another object also ; and that such is the ease is proved by

our having exactly the same notion of the Community in both

cases. Then again, the fact of the Community inhering by the

same form in many? objects can be proved by our own

experience. Nor cau there be any incongruity in this, when it

is distinctly cognised by some means of right knowledge

;

in fact we find such things as 'duality * and the rest inhering

m many objects at one and the same time*

It might be argued that if such wore the case then there

would be no difference between Duality &c, and Community*

And in order to remove this misconception the author adds,

—

It bring? about the idea of its own form &c
,

do. For

instance, whether we see a single, cow* or two cows or many

cows, we have the notion of the "cow” in all cases. Such

however is not"the case with Duality;&c* (Each of which exist

only in a definite number of objects).

Thus the definition of \Community
J

comes'to be this:

—

That which, while inhering in many objects, brings about the

idea of itself in one
,

tivo or many objects*—is
1 Community

j

This the author proceeds to explain :—And it is the cause or

basis &G.j &c* That is to eny, ns a matter of fact we find that

the form that is in one object is present in another object

also
;
and hence the Community comes to be the cause of the

inclusive notion of the sameness! of its form inhering as it does,

in exactly the same form, in a number of objects, simultan-

eously

—

i& }
wfeeu it subsits in one, it subsists also in the other*

A question having been put as to how it is known that Com-

munity inheres in many objects at one and the same time, the

Author explains:—When we cognise £c That is to say, having

cognised the Community as subsisting in one object, when at

pba<?ast

a

p

A
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some future time, we happen to see another object and find

the same generality in it, recognise it to be the same as the

one cognised in the previous object,—then we distinctly

recognise the fact of the Community inhering in many objects*

And as this is a distinctly perceptible fact, it sets aside all

notions to the contrary.

The author now proceeds to deserbe separately the Higher

and Lower Communities spoken of above :

—

The Community of

* Being * is the highest tfe?., cfe Even though 1 Being is

distinctly perceived, yet there are some people who deny that

they perceive any such thing
;

hence for such people the

author brings forward an inferential argument :—In the case

of a number of totally different things <&£., Ibis is

quite clear \
the argument being thus stated formally The

inclusive notion that ‘ it exists/ which we huve with reference

to substance &c>, must be regarded as based upon the cognition

of something apart from these things themselves, because

we find a common inclusive idea extending over different

things,—like the notion of
* blue

1

with regard to the leather,

the cloth &c. And as
1 Being

1

serves to bring about only the

inclusive notion of substance &c„ and nob any notions of

exclusion, it must bo regarded as a Community only, and not

an Individuality*

Pago 314,] The Lower Communities are the classes of

< Substance ’ &c. and these are the cause of notions of

inclusion as well as exclusion

Question :
“ Are the classes ' substance ’ and the rest

then in reality Communities, or individualities, or both ?”

Answer : Such classes as substance dc,, include many

individualities Jtc., &o. That a to say, the word ‘ Samdnya ’

indicates the character of being common ;
and as the classes of

‘ substance ’ fee,, have this character of being common to many

individuals, the name « ' Community applies

to them exactly ;
a. for .he name ' WfSila or ' mdiviamity
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however, this coaid no*, apply to them exactly
;
as a Vvffska is

that which distinguishes its substrate from all other things

(apd the classes In question do not distinguish any one of

their substrates from all. other things). For this reason it is

only the name ( Community;
1

that can apply to these classes,

primarily and the name f individuality
1

is applied to them

only secondarily or figuratively,—this application being based

upon the similarity that the class,

4 substance
J &c

,
also serve

to distinguish their substrate from the objects of other cl&sses,

—

just as the Vigesha distinguishes its substrate from all other

things.

Text 1 5o i— That these Communities belong to a category

distinct from Substance^ Quality and Action, is

proved by the fact of their having a character

totally different from these latter . For this same

reason too they are eternal. These again are

different from one another, by reason of each of

them residing in a different set of Mings,—

substances, qualities and actions,—and also by

reason of people having a distinct notion with

regard to each of them.

Each of these is regarded as one in all substrates,

because its character in all remains the same,

and also because there are no marks of difference.

Though Communities do not have their extensum
limited

,
yd they ate regarded as extending over

all their objectives ; because of the definitely

restricted character of the distinguishing features

of the objt c's, and also because of the fact of these

objects having definitely distinct causes of their

\um. As Communities do not exist
, either by

conjunction or by inherence
, m the intervals (of

space between two individuals of the same classes),

they are not spoken of as existing (in those inter-

vals) (
I if 11 to 16).

PaA$ASTAPADA B LIASUYA—OilAF. til. @57

Gamm&ntaxf-

Page 315,] Objection* ** The flass
f substance * is noth-

ing distinct from the individual substance
;
and hence it is

not proper to describe the functions of the two as if they

were distiuGtf*

Iu reply to this the author says— That these Communities

&e. That is Co say, as a matter ;ef fact we find that the

class ‘substance' is congaisable by such ’cognitions as are inclusive

or comprehensive in their character, while the individual

substance is cognised by a cognition that is wholly exclusive in

character; and la as much as this constitutes a difference in

their character, the classes cannot but be regarded as belong-

ing to a category distinct] from that to which the individuals

belong.

For the same reason is the class eternal. That is, in as

much as the class is different from the individual, it must

be eternal; if it were not so, it would be produced when

the individuals are produced, and destroyed when these are

destroyed (which is not found to be the case)
;

this

predicament is avoided when the two are regarded as

distiqpt>

Some people hold the following view :

“ The Community serves to bring about a comprehensive

“or inclusive notion of diverse things. matter of fact,

“in the case of each individual thing, it doss not bring about

“the cognition of two distinct entities,—one In the form of

Community and another in that of an individuality,—indepen-

dently of each other, as we have in the case of the man and

“ the stick
;

nor is there any relation of qualification

“possible between the two entities
;
as it is not that, when ever

" we see a cow, we have the idea that
f

this is qualified by,

“or possessed of, the general character of the aw’

;

iu fact

u the cognition that we have is that of the two being identical,

43
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“ i-o fhe form ‘ this is a *qqw f; am expression wherein the

“ general character: of tbe-eow is spoken of as identical with

“the individual *i&w ---seen by the eyes:’ specially as the two

‘•have do forms apart from each other. As fee * iuclusivoness
7

,

M this k a oWacter that belongs fto ike Community of the f

-cow
3

,

<f
as also to all other Communities

;
and as for < exclusiveness

'*

!

“ this belongs to the individual cow, as also to all other

"individual things ; but there is no doubt that the form of

“ the Community of * cow * is distinct form the forms of

“ail other 'Communities
]
just in the same maimer as the form

11 Of the mdi victual cow is different form |he form of other iti-

i! dividuak
;
and all this ‘-could not be possible unless the two

ff (the class * cow
7

and the individual cow) were identical Nor
u

is it possible for one and the same thing (the Community) to

lf be spoken of as the form of another thing, and also as

“ someth tug only related to it; as anything that has no form
“ can have no relationship. Hence it must be concluded that
u the real truth is that the generality and the individual
i£ both identical

“ It is this reasoning that serves also to prove the theory of
<E
'difference-identity

5

(i; e, the theory that the two are different
H
as well as identical). For instance, just as we have the

" cognition of the * piebald cow *, so also we have that of the
u black cow,

7 Nor do we have any such notion to the
ls contrary, as that, * it is the piebald one only that is a corn,
(i and not the black one

1

; in fact with regard to all cows
(< we have the same notion that

£

this is a cow/ f that is a cow/
" and so forth, And rus the Community * cow

7

in the form
* f of the piebald Covj being found in this cognition to be
l£ identical with the black cow,—that Community comes to be
" different from the individual piebald cow :

‘ specially as the
u only point in which the Community differs from one individual

a object is that it is identical with other individual objects also
*'* (which the individual object is not); nod the distinguishing
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" feature of the Gommunityako consists only in its beurgideutical

“ with both (all) mbtividunl objects.

f£ Object (oil

:

£ To say that one and the same thing is both.

c
- different and non-differen t is a contradiction in terms’.

fl Reply : It is not right for you- versed as you are in the

t(
art of "reasoning, to say this, That alone can be regarded

lf
as contradictory and absurd which, is not found to be in

u keeping with, the real state of things ;
audio regard to that

"which is always in keeping with the nature of things as

" cognised by the valid means of knowledge, the mention, of

" absurdity itself would be an absurdity.

Page 318] “Objection: * We have nowhere else found

« two things to be both different and non- different/

11 Reply : Is it necessary for sensuous perception to follow

"in the wake of another perception, as it is in -‘the case of

"inferential cognition t Well, if it wore so, then it would

" be necessary to postulate an unending series of perception

H after perception. If then, sensuous perception were to

"operate by its own inherent capability, then the nature of a

ff thing must be accepted exactly as it happens to be perceived ,

« and this eauuot be denied on the more ground of its not

* being seen ekewhere ;
as il this were to 1>q negatived, then

11
all perceptions would become open bo-negation.

tl Thus we conclude that Community is not only ctcr-

"nal, but both eternal and transient because it is pro-

" ducible and destructible by the production and destruction: of

“individuals, and it continues in another individual (even on

“the destruction of one hidmdtml).’
1

To the above arguments, we make the following reply *

(1) Is the perception cognisant of the Community and

the individual, exactly in the same form ? (2) or is it

cognisant of a non-efifference between them ? (3) Or, does it

cognise them m different forms 1 In the case of the first

alternative, there would bo only one thing (and not two things in
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the $h*.pe of the Community and the Individual)
;
and it would

not he that there are two things with one and the same form
;

as the non-didVrence of any two things only consists in their

being cognised in one and the same farm In the ease of the

second alternative, fhere is a self-contradiction
;

as the oogni -

t^OTi of difference is nothing more than the cognition of
different forms

;
and when such a cognition is possible, there can

be .no cognition of nan-difference
;
and as such, how could you

ever establish the non -difference of two different things ? If it is

asked—u how ihen have we the idea of non-difference
" ?—we

reply—we can lave no such idea in any way. Thus then, if we
are cognisant, of only one form, then there is a single thing, and
not two things

;
and if both forms are cognised, then there is

no possihUty of the cognition of non- difference. As for the

universally nccepted cognition of the 'cow
1

in regard to all

cows, this most be attributed to the inherence (of eiII individuals

in the same Community), In the case of conjunction there would
be a distinct cognition of somesort of actual contact

;
while the

character of inherence is such that in its case the two members
related are perceived together in a single lump, just as we find

in the case of the 5*e and the red hot ball of iron. The Com-
munity itself cannot, be regarded as the form of the

|

individuality
;

the fact is that though the two are really

distinct, yet the individual is never perceived apart from the

Community to which it belongs,—just us the plum in a ditch

is not visible apart from the ditch
;
though the two are gis-

tiffetly perceptible as different from each other
;

for instance*

from a distance, even if wo do not cognise the Community 'cow
*

we are cognisant of the individual cow
;
and even though any

particular cow is not seen, we perceive the Community
* cow ' in another cow that we see.

For these reasons we conclude that Community is

something wholly different from the individual Such is the

process of reasoning adopted by; the Logicians,

|

PRACASTAPADA bhashya—chap, yil G6l I

Them agrtAn are different from one another &c,
f
M. The

Cammuiiitiea^ ‘Substance
1

'Quality'' and ‘Action' reside only in 1

substances, qualities and actions respectively
;
and with regard

1 to each of these we. have a distinct cagmtioo ;
for these

reasons they must be regarded as distinct from each o^her.

Ifc has been stated before that Community is of the nature of

I non- difference • and this same fact the author proceeds to prove

by means of reasonings :—Each of them is regarded as one

j
&g., &C. The word ' lakshxma

y £ character * means that wbere-

1 by a thing is distinguished ;
hence, in the present instance, the

notion of inclusion (a comprehtnsive notion of one Community

as extending ofer many individuals) ;
this comprehensive no^n

is found to be exactly the same in each individual of a Commu-

nity
;

nor are there any ‘ marks 7

or reasons for regarding them

m different in different individuals ;
and from these two ^faets

I it is clear that the Community is one and the same in ah

I individuals that are included in it.

It has also been stated before that the Community inheres

i in all its objectives only, and not in any othei thing ,
and the

1 auther now proceeds to bring forward reasons in suppoit of

l this :—Though Communities <&o. As a matter of fact it is

found that a Community is related to many individuals appear

-

I iug at all sorts of places
;
and hence its extension is by no

|
means limited yet in as much its manifesting cause, in the

shape of the peculiar shape of- the objects included under it, is

|
one of particular kind, the Community itself becomes restricted

I in its scope ;
and then again, by reason of the limited character

of the causes productive of the objects, the Community inheres

|
only In its objectives, and in all of these. That is to say, the

l Community of the 'cow ’ is manifested dr rendered perceptible

by a body which consists of the dewlap and such other limos
,

and the Community of the ' horse ’ is manifested by the body

consisting of the mein and so forth ;
the Community of the

< ^r’ is manifested by a body having a peculiarly shaped neck ,

all -this we infer from the fact of our idea of such and such
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things being restricted to such and such forms. These various

kinds of bodies too are not found to be common to more than

one class. of objects ; in fact each of them is restricted to one

set of objects only; thus then, though every Community is

capable of being connected with all such bodies as are its

objectives, whenever and wherever such bodies might be

produced,—yet it can inhere only in such an object as it

bap pens to be endowed with the body manifesting that

Com oiunity. In the same manner the scope of the Community

would be limited by reason of the particular nature of the causes

tending to produce that particular shaped body
;
for instance,

such is the nature of the yarns, that in a thing produced out

of these only the Community of
*

cloth
?

can inhere
;
and such

is the character of the lump of clay that the generality of the
t Jar ' can inhere only in objects produced cut of them.

Some people hold the following view :=— The Community

being absolutely inactive, could never move from one plac e to

another, and thereby become connected with different objects
;

hence in the case of an object that did not exist before, when

it is brought into existence, the Community could not come to

inhere in ft
;
and yet as a matter of fact we find that when-

ever and wherever the individual object is produced the

Community is always present in it; and this leads us to conclude

that all Communities exist everywhere (are omnipresent or all-

pervading)/*

Wjth a view to refute this view, the Author adds,—As
Communities do not exist either in conjunction Sc, The*

‘interval
?

here spoken of may be either (!) Akdca, or (2) the

substance Space, or (3) Air nob ia motion, or (4) absence of ,

corporeal substance; and in any of these the Communities do not

exist either by conjunction or by inherence
;
nor is there any

evidence for believing that they exist without any sort of

relationship
;

consequently it is said that they do not exist

in the ‘intervals’
;
and yet thay become connected with the
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objects that happen to be brought into existence at these

intervals,— this being due to the peculiar force of the causes.

Conjunction comes about only when one object comes, from

another place, and into contact with the other thing
;
or a

thing remaining in its place could have conjunction with

another thing that would move up to It, Inherence however

is of a different character; and hence wherever the requisite

causes are set going tow ards the producing of the object, there

in that object we have the inherence of the Community which

does not come from ary?where else, and yet which had no existence

at that point of space before the appearance of the object
;
and

this peculiarity we cannot take objection to; as we cannot

object to the nature of things as they exist.

The Bauddhas hold that there is no such thing as

‘ Community *;as we are never actually cognisant of anything as

mherdog in a number of individuals, in the manner of Lhe

thread passing through all the beads strung on it/

But this is not right
;
because as a matter of fact we are

cognisant of something that exist in all individual cows* and

serves to distinguish them from all other animals, sucli as the

horse and. the like. If there were no such common character

possessed by all the various kinds of cows, then one individual

cow would be cognised to be as different from another individual

cow, as it would be from an individual horse ; or conversely*

the cow and the horse would be regarded to be as like each

other, as two individual cows
;
as there would be no difference

in the two cases. As a matter of fact however, we find that

all individual cows arc perceived to be alike
;
and this dis-

tinctly points to a certain factor which is present in all cows,

and is not present in horses and other animals
; specially as

this factor is found to sen e one and the s:irne useful purpose

(that of diffcientiaiiiig the cow from other animals), and as

it bus one and the same cause (in all cases).
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